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EL CRISTO DE LOS ANDES
In ! 904, Chile and Argentina having come to an amicable understanding concerning their bound-

aries, erected this quiet symbol of peace in Us pallata Pass to remind them of their everlasting

friendship. These troubled times give the bea utiful inscription deeper significance than ever:

"Sooner shall these mountains crumble into dust than the Argentines
and Chileans break the peace sworn at the feet of Christ the Redeemer."



ACCELERATION

DEAN R. C. GOWDY

TEN years ago this Nation was at the bottom of depres- found this country unprepared. The resources of industry,
sion. The bottom of a depression is a very low spot. following a long period of depression, only as yet slightly
Today the nation is in the midst of a war. The midst alleviated by the improvement of conditions in the late

of a war is a very bad spot. thirties, were inadequate in plant capacity, personnel,
Ten years ago we had too much of everything except stock piles, and capital. The programs of federally-sup-

employment: too much goods, too much material, too ported work during the depression had not developed special
m.uch time, too many idle hands, too much useless skill, skills and had rather attracted public attention to the use-
too much futile ability-we even had automobile tires and lessness of highly-trained trades and professions.
sugar. Too much of everything It is very simple now to see that
and yet not an economy of abund- we might better have built mili-
ance. Plenty of money too for that tary equipment than roadside
matter, but the folding kind just picnic tables during our years of
folded up and stayed that way. enforced leisure, but it is equally

The remedy-or at least a rem- evident that this Nation was in
edy-for this deficiency was what no mood for such things at the
might now be called an "accel- moment. Germany was, and we
erated" work program-a plan must pay a price for the cumber-
for creating demands, collective someness of the democratic
demands to repla.ce the vanished method-a high price, but not
individual demands for consumer too high.
goods. Public works replaced Confronted with this handicap
work for individuals. Whether of time, we must again "accel-
or not this was the best solution, erate"-this time not in an at-
or the only solution, or any ulti- tempt to create jobs for people,
mate solution is not a matter to but to train people to do the
be settled here and now. Some things which must be done. 'Ve
who are very young and who must accomplish yesterday, if pos-
watch carefully their diet and sible - certainly not later than
exercise may live to read authori- tomorrow _ those things which
tative evaluations of our times. should have been done five to
Perhaps. it isn't worth the sacri- ten years ago.
fice to wait for this decision, for A special duty falls on educa-
it will likely end in a draw. tional institutions, for in some

At the present time we view fields they are the only agencies
a photographic negative of the prepared to give certain types of
picture presented a decade ago. training. In engineering and
Then each mail brought to this medicine the need for professional
office offers of services-dignified, education is acute, and the possi-
pathetic-from men able, experi- bilities for increased output are
enced, qualified, and useless. To- subject to limitations which fall
day letters, telegrams, and the far short of the demand. Accel-
irritant nasal plaint of the tele- Dean R C Gowdy erated programs do not become
phone ask for men and women . . immediately effective, and even if
who might possibly be interested quality does not deteriorate, the
in various opportunities. Prospective employers specify results of these efforts may be "too little and too late."
apologetically certain training and experience, but they But then there is another remedy. The demand for
will settle for less. Anyone who can actually do some- more may be met by a supply of not only more but better.
thing will be as welcome as a long-lost brother-perhaps There are very few people who can say honestly that they
more so, family relations being what they sometimes are. are doing their best. The mortality in engineering colleges

These two conditions, opposite as they are, are not is high-no higher here than in other colleges of equal
unrelated. The years of depression did not offer much standing-and it is not all the fault of the faculty. With
incentive for individual development in special training all-out conscientious co-operation, the percentage of grad-
and skills, Some one may be able to explain why this uates could be doubled and the quality improved. "Accel-
period became a "white collar" era-it doesn't make sense, erated programs" cannot accomplish this result.
but the fact remains that, perhaps as a. carry-over from In the Army there are three answers: "Yes, sir;" "No
the fool's paradise of the "twenties," people expected to sir;" "No excuse, sir." The last one is avoided if possible.
prosper indefinitely according to the tradition of the The campus alibi is not generally the basis for industrial
isolated colony which became fabulously wealthy by taking promotion either.
in each other's washing. The demands of war are insistent, dominant, and above

War brings realism to bear on economic, social, and all, hurried .. Habits of life and thought must be changed,
industrial organization. Enemi-es are not susceptible to hopes and wishes must be postponed, In a great collective
paper profits, social gains, or sales and service campaigns. and individual effort to ~in-to. win the liberty to return
Solids traveling at a high velocity are the only answer to ways of thought and Iife which shall be freely chosen
to ideologies which express themselves in terms of solids by us, not dictated-to win back the prospect that individ-
traveling at high velocities. The fine points of the argu- ual hopes and wishes may be fulfilled. Rules, regulations,
m.ent may be settled verbally at a later date, but dead and organizations are necessary as means of co-ordinating
men tell no tales nor do they sit at conference tables- individual effort, but this is a war for the individual, and
01' do they in a ghostly and ghastly way? the war, and still more important, the peace, will be won

The demands for war production, which would have only when each person in the Nation realizes and accepts
been fantastic even at the peak of any previous activity, his individual responsibility.
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RAPID TRANSIT-FACT AND FANCY

DONALD SEMPSROTT
C.E. '43

DDRING the past three decades Cincinnatians lature passed a bill for the lease to Cincinnati;
have heard and read about plans for a rapid and the Council passed a resolution limiting the

transit system of mass transportation. They are use of the leased property for street, boulevard,
aware that they are now paying taxes for a project or subway purposes. Then in March, 1912, the
which, through no fault of theirs, has failed to City Council authorized the appointment of an
serve its intended purpose. Visible evidence of Interurban Rapid Transit Commission "to sug-
construction lies in the form of desolate concrete gest ways and means of securing high-speed
structures along and under one of the city's finest interurban electric-railway service."
boulevards. However, the majority of the tax- Mayor H. T. Hunt acted quickly, appointing
payers little understand the background of events William Cooper Procter, W. A. Julian, and Her-
that led to the project or the factors that changed man Schneider, as members of the original Com-
it into this often-called "White Elephant." mission. Funds to the extent of $10,320 were

Many civic leaders and business men as well raised by public solicitation, and an experienced
as engineers have planned and debated the prob- consulting engineer, B. J. Arnold, was employed
lem of Rapid Transit since its original conception, to make immediate surveys of traffic conditions,
but man and nature alike have altered the plans engineering feasibilities, and methods of financing.
and circumstances. The result is a costly, decadent On October 21, 1912, Arnold made his report
structure. The summary presented here of events to the Interurban Rapid Transit Commission. He
B11dconditions leading to the present situation pointed out briefly these existing needs: first, an
should assist the reader in understanding why adequate terminal in the heart of the city; second,
the structure has been left to decay, and permit radial connecting lines to the various interurbans
him intelligently to judge suggestions which have at the city limits; and third, high-speed express
been made and will continue to be made regarding service to all the suburbs. He emphasized two
its utilization. With a proper background of in- limiting conditions-rugged topographic features
formation, one can, with a little thought, separate of the city provided limited channels of entrance,
"bypass for surface traffic," as fact from "-ex- and the existing nine interurban lines, five of
cellent bomb shelter,"-pure fancy. which entered and operated over the city streets

Credit is given to a periodical, the "Cincinnati on wide gauge tracks (5' 2,Yi //), and four of which
Graphic" for publishing on September 27, 1884, operated on standard (4' 8,Yi //) gauge, stopped at
the first concept of the utilization of the old Miami- or near the city limits. He also pointed out the
Erie canal as a rapid transit highway. This same fact that several of the interurban lines were
dream of the future was probably in mind later, then not paying a fair return on the capital in-
when the Myers Bill was placed before the State vested in them.
Legislature seeking, among other things, the use The report gave six individual plans based on
of the canal right-of-way by the city of Cincin- various combinations of the following features:
nati. This bill was defeated, but the same idea an underground terminal with both passenger and
later was incorporated in a bill which was passed. freight stations on Canal Street; a double-track

In 1884, C. N. Dunenhower, city engineer, pro- subway, downtown loop through Fountain Square
posed the drainage and filling of the canal for with underground passageways to the Kentucky
the construction of a scenic and high-speed boule- Green Line Terminal on Fourth and Walnut
vard. Later his plan included use of the canal Streets and to the future railway passenger sta-
bed as a steam or electric-railway roadbed with tion proposed for the downtown vicinity; radial
a highway above or on one side. trunk lines to the various interurban lines; and

By 1911 legislation proceeded rapidly. City a belt line consisting of a four-track subway in
Council sought a lease for canal property; Legis- the .canal bed and a double-track open cut from

4 THE: COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



the canal through St. Bernard, Norwood, Oakley,
and into Cincinnati via Torrence Road and a
3300-foot tunnel through Mt. Adams.
The Commission in its report to the Mayor on

December 31, 1912, recommended plan four of
this report with modifications. Essentially, the
plan consisted of the downtown passenger and
freight stations, omitting the downtown loop,
using only a two-track subway in the canal bed,
and extending the belt line only to Oakley. The

APRIL. 1942

other features were to be added at a later date
when their use would merit the spending' of more
funds.
In 1912, the city signed leases to, the extent

of $32,000 annual rent for property along the
canal, and the City Council appropriated $50,000
for a survey and estimate based on the plan
recommended by the report of the Commission.
Another Rapid Transit Commission to carry

on the plan ,of the first was appointed in June,
1913, and the city engineering department under
F'. S. 'Krug drew up complete detailed working
plans, with specifications, by January, 1915.
A bill passed by the Legislature in 1915 granted

cities in Ohio authority to create Rapid Transit
Commissions of five members and, among other
things, permitted cities to issue $150,000 in bonds
without public approval, limiting this issue to
TIOtmore than two per cent of the tax duplicate.
A new Commission was appointed and Krug was
retained as chief engineer.
Finally in April, 1916, by a special election,

a public bond issue of $6,000,000 was passed to
provide the funds for the construction of the
system as recommended by the engineering de~
partment ..
The influence of the newspapers and public

opinion at the time must not be overlooked. Sec-
tional architectural drawings made beautiful
displays for newspaper and magazine articles.
Literature favoring the bond issue colorfully de-
scribed a huge 700-foot by 350-foot freight station
proposed for construction between 12th and 14th
Streets from Plum to Central Avenue with a huge
market above the station and a municipal audi-
torium of national convention magnitude above
the market. It listed the nine passenger stations
and pointed out how the suburbs affected would
be benefited by the time saved, improvement of
business, and even social conditions, which in-
cluded slum clearance in the congested area of
the city.
On November 17, 1919, the first contract was
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awarded to the D. P. Foley Company, and con- The -Beeler investigation concluded that the
struction of the portion underground from Walnut system could be utilized only if certain general
to Charles Streets was begun soon after. Other conditions were met: merger of the various tra-nsit
portions were sublet from time to time; the first companies into one; extension of the downtown
being completed in December, 1921, the last in Fountain Square loop; extension of the line to
February, 1927. Oakley, Madisonville, and Mariemont; utilizing

Today six stations located in the vicinities of the right-of-way of the one remaining interurban
Clifton Avenue, Ludlow Avenue, Marshall Ave- to serve College Hill; and establishment of prepay
nue, Brighton, Liberty Street, and Vine Street, stations with transfers to all surface craft.
are semi-complete. Stairways are constructed One striking challenge in the Beeler report
and walls are rough, but no turnstiles, shelter states: "The city that fifty years ago built its
booths, or fixtures are in place. The waiting room own railroad (The Cincinnati Southern) through
of the downtown station is approximately 38 feet two states to the South to increase its commercial
by 120 feet, and four platforms ate 14 feet by prosperity, and pioneered with the greatest
150 feet. The subway portion has its road bed municipal university to perpetuate its social and
concreted with wooded stringers in place but it cultural life, should not be daunted today by a
contains no track, signal system, lighting Or ven- relatively small expenditure to insure its future
tilating system, shop and storage facilities, or prosperity."
fire protection equipment. The Cincinnati Engineers' Club in 1936 made

From a point just north of the Walnut Hills an earnest survey of the project and discussed
viaduct to Forest Avenue in Norwood, the road the problem of how to utilize it. In a published
bed is graded, and bridges, culverts, 'a'nd under- report all phases and principles were discussed
passes are constructed. The boulevard is now from an unbiased viewpoint. Some of, the con-
complete, although it had to be financed through elusions drawn were that the present structure'
a separate bond issue before it was finished. has little practical value for storage facilities or

The causes of the failure to complete the struc- as a parking garage, is unsafe for automotive
ture as planned were widely debated. Probably travel, and is uneconomical for freight traffic
the most important cause was that war condi- lines. The development of the automobile has
tions had greatly increased the costs of both labor removed the need for a rapid transit system;
and materials-in some cases prices more than the present need being not rapid transit but proper
doubled in the period from 1915 to 1919. The transit.
reasons for the failure to attempt to continue The latest investigation, made in 1940 by
the plan for a rapid transit system are more in- Brinckelhoff, Goodrich, and Worley, consulting
tangible: eight of the interurban lines had been engineers, included a wide-spread study of Cin-
liquidated; costs of operating a Rapid Transit cinnati's traffic conditions. This report recognizes
System had skyrocketed; and volume of traffic a possible use -of the structure as a relief for
expected had been slashed by the development of present-day traffic congestion as stated in the
the automobile. report by the Engineers' Club. \

In 1927, the City Council and the Cincinnati The past election (November, 1941) saw the
Street Railway Company raised a fund of $600,000 defeat of a City Council candidate advocating
to employ a firm of 'engineers and consultants to the development of the downtown "Loop" through
investigate the rapid transit situation and to Fountain Square, and shows in part the present
determine whether the project should be aban-: attitude of the public toward spending more money
doned, equipped and operated as it existed, or for a Rapid Transit System.
operated under revised plans. (Continued on Page 34)

Past Present Future?
-Drawing by David Wolford
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MATHEMATICS AND REALITY
DR. LOUIS BRAND
Professor of Mathematics

MATHEMATICS has often been regarded as sistent and as logically perfect as that of Euclid.
the perfect science on account of its rigorous The theorems of this geometry which do not

deductive method. It would be better, however, depend on the two-parallel axiom agree with
to rest this proud reputation upon a standard Euclid; those which do depend upon it will dis-
practice, first exhibited in Euclid's Elements: agree with the corresponding Euclidean proposi-
The placing at the head of a body of doctrine the tions. Thus for Lobachevski the sum of the angles
definitions and axioms upon which it is based. By of a triangle is always less than two right angles,
omitting one or the other of these axioms, or the angular defect being proportional to the area.
replacing them by others, the Consequently if two triangles
role of each axiom in the deduc- have the same angles (and hence
tive structure is placed in its Bertrand Russell, the English phi- the same angular defect) they
proper light. Thus the charac- losopher and mathematician. has have the same area. In Loba-
teristic feature of a body of given a definition of mathematics chevsky's geometry there are no
mathematical doctrine is that it that has become famous: "Mathe- similar triangles of different
may be regarded as a function matics may be defined as the sub- areas; shape, independently of
of the axioms upon which it is [ect in which we never know what size, does not exist.
based. What we get out of we are talking about. nor whether Another non-Euclidean geom-
mathematics is what we put into what we are saying is true:' The etry was founded by Riemann,
it. The axioms are put in; the essay on IIMathematics and Real- who assumed, instead of Eu-
theorems then flow out with the ity" by Professor Louis Brand clid's parallel axiom, that there
aid of the laws of logic. attempts to cast some light on are no parallels to a given line.

If two lines in the same plane this provocative statement. In this geometry the straight
do not intersect no matter how line is no longer open and in-
far they are produced, Euclid finite, but closed and finite. A
calls them parallel. His Postulate V in the Ele- picture of Riemann's plane geometry is given by
ments is equivalent to this: Through a given point the geometry on a sphere, allowing great circles
just one parallel can be drawn to a given line. to play the role of "straight lines," and the two
For nearly two thousand years geometers worried ends of a diameter the role of a single "point."
about this axiom, feeling that it was not suffi- Then two "points" determine a single "straight
ciently "self-evident" and attempted to deduce it line"; and all "straight lines" intersect. More-
from the other Euclidean axioms. Indeed early over a "straight line" (complete great circle) is
in the eighteenth century the Jesuit Gerolamo closed and of finite length. In Riemann's geometry
Saccheri wrote a book devoted to an attempt to the sum of the angles of a triangle is always
prove Euclid's parallel axiom by reductio ad greater than two right-angles, the angular excess
absurdum, and really succeeded in founding a being proportional to the area. Again there are
non-Euclidean geometry-although his prejudices no similar triangles of different dimensions. That
in favor of Euclid kept him from realizing this Riemann's theorems are all consistent is obvious
fact. It remained for Lobachevski, a professor in view of its representation on a sphere.
at the University of Kasan, to first found a new The sphere is a surface of constant positive
geometry by explicitly rejecting Euclid's parallel curvature. There are also surfaces of constant
axiom and assuming at the start that there are negative curvature, the simplest of which, the
an infinite number of lines through a given point, pseudosphere, is obtained by revolving the curve
lying in the plane of a line and not intersecting it. known as the tractrix about its asymptote. The
The two limiting lines of this set are said to be geometry on the pseudosphere is precisely that of
parallel to the given line. Thus if we replace Lobachevski, so that there is no doubt of its logi-
Euclid's one-parallel axiom, by Lobachevsky's cal consistency.
two-parallel axiom, but retain all the other axioms Thus as far as logical structure is concerned,
that Euclid states (plus some that he tacitly the geometries of Euclid, Lobachevski, and Rie-
assumed), we obtain a new geometry, as con- mann are exactly on a par. Still the question
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remains: Which geometry is true in actual space? immaterial. Addition and multiplication are con-
Gauss was probably the first to feel the need of nected by means of the distributive laio :
verifying Euclidean geometry by direct measure-
ment. He arranged for the accurate survey of a a(b + c) == ab + ac.

large triangle, with vertices on the mountains The difference a-b and quotient alb are now
Inselsberg, Brocken, Hoher Hagen. The angle defined respectively as the solutions x of the equa-
sum turned out to be two right angles within the tions b + x == a and bx == a. There is always a
limits of experimental error. In this test light unique real number x which satisfies these equa-
rays played the part of straight lines, and we tions for any choice of a and b, except that b == °
seem to find that this optical geometry conforms is expressly ruled out as a divisor. We note in
with Euclid. Actually the test was inconclusive. particular that if bx == ° and b == 0, then x == 0:
For in the non-Euclidean geometries the departure if the product of two real numbers is zero, at least
from an angle-sum of two right angles is pro- one of them must be zero. Thus the sum, differ-
portional to the area of the triangle and our ence, product, and quotient (divisor not zero) of
measurements may well be on too small a scale any two real numbers is always another definite
to detect the discrepancy. Since the advent of real number. This property is expressed by saying
Einstein's theory of general relativity we have that the real numbers form a field. The linear
indeed grounds for believing that the old Greek equation ax + b == ° has always a real solution.
geometry does not give an absolutely exact picture But the quadratic equation ax- + bx + c == ° has
of physical space, and this in spite of Kant's asser- sometimes two real roots, sometimes no real roots.
tion that we could only perceive space in the To remedy this defect of the algebra of real num-
Euclidean manner. As Bertrand Russell has put bers we introduce a new kind of "number" con-
it: "It appears that geometry is as empirical as sisting of a pair of real numbers (a, b) written
geography." This is an exceptionally happy in a definite order.
phrase; for it appears that the geography of space
-the distribution of the masses immersed in it-
determines the kind of geometry that holds good MAKING AN ALGEBRA
in any particular locality.

Various other consistent geometries have been Let us consider briefly how we can manufacture
developed; and, in short, the concept of a geometry an algebra of such numbers. First we define
as the outgrowth of a set of assumptions has equality by writing (a, b) == (c, d) when and
gained a wide currency. The utility of a geometry only when a == c, b == d. Next we seek rules for
depends upon its conformity with nature, upon finding the "sum" and "product" of two number
its agreement with experiment. That precisely pairs that will make our new algebra resemble
the same state of affairs maintains in algebra is the old algebra of reals as closely as possible.
perhaps not so widely known. Just as geometry 'I'his is accomplished by defining addition and mul-
deals with the relations between entities such as tiplication by means of these equations:
points and lines, essentially indefinable, but hav-
· th ti t t d· the axi d (a, b) + (c, d) == (a + c, b + d),lng e proper res s a e In e aXIoms assume, (a, b) . (c, d) == (ac _ bd, ad + be).
so algebra deals with the relations between entities
called numbers, whose basic properties are defined Then it is easily shown that the communtative,
by the axioms of algebra. In algebra we have two associative and distributive laws hold good in
fundamental operations, addition and multiplica- our new algebra. Moreover subtraction and divi-
tion, and the axioms of algebra state certain laws sian are always possible and unique, provided that
to which they conform. (0, 0) is not a divisor. Finally the product of two

number pairs cannot be (0, 0) unless one of the
factors is (0, 0).

THE LAWS OF ALGEBRA We next find that pairs of the form (a, 0) com-
. . bine in the fashion of real numbers; for the rules

In the algebra of real numbers addition and above require that
multiplication obey the commutative and associa-
tive laws: (a, 0) + (c, 0) == (a + c, 0),

(a, 0) · (c, 0) == (ac, 0).
a + b == b + a, ab == ba,

(a + b) + e = a + (b + e), (ab)e = a(bc). We therefore agree to identify (a, 0) with the real
These laws assure us that the order and the group- number a. Our new numbers include the old
in,g of numbers forming sums or products is "real" numbers. In particular (0, 0) == 0, (1, 0)
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== 1; and we are pleased to find that our new one IIi
always behaves as a one should: First I I I i

factor ili-1

(1, 0) · (a, b) == (a, b). This brings up the question: Are there useful
The number (0, 1) is a new number that fills algebras. based on three or more units? The

a long felt need-it proves to be a square root of answer I~ yes; and the m?st fa~ous of th~se
-1: for our multiplication rule gives algebras IS one of four umts which deals with

quadruples of real numbers (a, b, c, d) taken in
(0, 1) . (0, 1) == (-1, 0). a definite order. This algebra of quadruples or

quaiernions was invented by the Irish genius Sir
If for the sake of brevity we write (0,1) == i, then William Rowan Hamilton. As to the genesis of

(
. quaternions Hamilton himself has written: "They

0, b) == (b, 0) · ( 0, 1) == bi, t t d . t 1·f 1· ht f II(a, b) = (a, 0) + (0, b) = a + bi, S ar e In 0 1 e, or ig , U grown, on the 16th
of October, 1843, as I was walking with Lady

thus making connection with the complex num- Hamilton to Dublin, and came up to Brougham
bers a + hi. Complex algebra is based on the Bridge, which my boys have since called the
rules above; these simply amount to applying the Quaternion Bridge. That is to say, I then and
rules of real algebra to complex numbers, with there felt the galvanic circuit of thought close;
the proviso that i2 === -1. For example and the sparks which fell from it were the funda-

\ mental equations between i, j, k; exactly such
(a + hi) (e + di) == ae - bd + (be + ad) i, as I have used them ever since."

a result in agreement with the postulated value
of (a, b) • (c, d). QUATERNIONS

This rather long-winded introduction of com- .
plex numbers has two advantages. First, it shows Just as t?e ?a~r (a, .b) may be ~epresented as
that the rules of complex algebra are deliberate a· 1 + .bI WIth t~e aid of two units (1, 0) = 1,
assumptions chosen so that the fundamental laws (0, 1) = 1, qiuiternions (a, b, c, d) may be repre-
of real algebra still hold in the complex field. sented a.s a • 1 + bi + cj + dk with the aid of
Second, the identification of a + ib with the num- four units :
ber pair (a, b) shows that there is nothing (1, 0, 0, 0) == 1, (0, 1, 0, 0) == i,
mysterious about complex numbers. There is no (0, 0, 1, 0) == j, (0, 0, 0, 1) == k.

longer any reason to feel with Leibnitz that they If - ( b d) d 1_ ( I b' I d) th
are a sort of "amphibian between being and not- q -, . a, ,c, an q - a, ,c , , e sum
bel "Th f ".. it' . t C] + q IS defined aseing. e amous imaginary urn I urns
out to be nothing more esoteric than the pair of (a + a', b + b', C + c', d -~ d') ;
real numbers (0, 1) ! while the product qq' can be obtained by multi-

plying out

UTILITY OF COMPLEX ALGEBRA (a .f- bi + cj + dk) · (ali + b1j+_ e'j + d'k)

Th tilit f I Ieebra J th I· d just as in real algebra, except that the order ofe u I I Y 0 comp ex a ge ra In e app ie . .. ·. .. _ the units must be maintained and their products
SCIences, such as aeronautics and electrical engm- f d f th" lti 1· ti t bl ".. II k th t it · .oun rom e mu ip rca Ion a e :neerrng, IS so we. Down a 1 IS unnecessary
to elaborate upon it here. In the complex field, 1 . . k
moreover, we are able to state "The Fundamental 1 I 1 ~ ~ k
Theorem of Algebra" : Every polynomial equation First i [ i -1 fC-j
'with complex coefficients has at least one com- factor l [I ~ -}c . t -I
plex root. Indeed with a suitable convention for
counting repeated roots, every such equation of H.ere we have something really new! For since
the nth degree has exactly n roots; and, in par- ij == k, ji == -k, we see that the commutative law
ticular, every complex number has exactly n nth of multiplication is not obeyed, But with this
roots. These beautiful theorems, which have no single exception (which entails, moreover, two
counterpart in the algebra of reals, at least justify species of quotients, pq-l and q-lp, correspond-
complex algebra on the aesthetic side. ing to the equations xq == p, qx == p) all the laws

Real algebra has one unit 1, complex algebra of algebra still hold good. Moreover the product
two units 1 and i with the multiplication table: of two quaternions can only be zero when at least
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one of them is zero. The most general linear hope that they would in time dominate most of
algebra (whose "numbers" are built up by adding mathematical physics.
certain units multiplied by real numbers) having
these properties is the algebra of quaternions. OTHER ALGEBRAS

Quaternions include the real numbers and com-
plex numbers, which now assume the forms (x, Two other algebras, however, have played a
0, 0, 0) and (x, y, 0, 0). Moreover, they include decisive role in modern physics. The algebra of
vectors (0, x, y, z), and indeed the algebra of tensors, which finds its natural field of activity
vectors was abstracted by Gibbs and Heaviside in the theory of Relativity and has recently proved
from the quaternion algebra of Hamilton. Vec- its worth in Electrical Engineering; and matrix
tors quite naturally represent rectilinear displace- algebra, which is partly responsible for the explo-
ments in space. They are exceedingly useful in sive development of Quantum Mechanics in the
all branches of physics in which directed quanti- last few years. These algebras, already indispens-
ties (such as velocity and force) arise; and this able tools for the mathematical physicist, can
not only in virtue of the compactness of vector only be mentioned here. We merely note that
expressions, but also by reason of their superior multiplication in a matrix algebra not only fails
transparency. in general to be commutative (AB is not equal

Quantities with two components may be re- to BA) but also has the novel property that AB
garded as complex quantities can be zero when both A and B are not zero.

Sir Arthur Eddington in his recent (1936) book,
(x, s, 0, 0) = x + yi, "The Relativity Theory of Electrons and Pro-

· · .. tons," has undertaken to evaluate by purelya standard practice In hydrodynamics and In the th ti 1 1 1 ti th f d t I onstants. eore rca ca cu a Ion e un amen a ctheory of alternating currents; or they may be f t S h t t II
"". 0 na urea even sue cons an s are usua yregarded as real vectors In the xy-plane, .' d th · 1 f th bit

recogrnzeo : ese invo ve, 0 course, e ar 1 rary
(0 0) - . + . units of length, time, and mass. But they can be, x, y, - xi YJ, . I ti

combined to form four purely numerrca ra lOS,
as is customary, for example, in plane statics. which are utterly free from human tampering.
This gives rise to two algebras both of which are It is Eddington's contention that the values of
comprised in quaternion algebra. The first is a these four heaven-sent constants as obtained from
genuine closed algebra, since adding or multiply- his theory "are in full agreement with observa-
ing quaternions of the first type yields only quat- tion." If Eddington's reasoning survives the
ern ions of this type. Multiplication of quaternions searching criticism it is bound to undergo, this
of the second type however yields quaternions of book will surely become a landmark in physical
the type (x, 0, 0, y). theory.

But general quaternions also have their uses. In this work Eddington uses a linear algebra
For example, quaternion multiplication affords of "E-numbers," based on sixteen units. These
the simplest method of combining rotations in units can be regarded as formed by multiplying
space. In this connection note that the resultant two sets of quaternion units 1, i, j, k and 1, I, J,
of two rotations depends upon the order in which K. Each set obeys the multiplication table given
they are performed, an instance of a physical above. Furthermore the units of one set commute
non-commutative operation. Moreover quaternion with the units of the other set: thus iJ = Ji. It
multiplication enables one to combine directed is easy to show that any E-number of Eddington
great-circle arcs or "~rc-vectors" in mUCh. the may be written a + bi + cj + dk, where a, b, c,
same .manner that straight vectors ~re .combmed. dare quaternions in the units 1, I, J, K. In short,
And Just as all plane tr igonometry, m Its narrow an E-number is a quaternion whose coefficients
sense, is essentially contained. in ~he vector are quaternions. If Eddington's theory is recog-
formula a + b + Co= 0, all spherical trigonometry nized as valid no small credit for its success must
likewise stems from the. quaternion formula be given to the algebra of E-numbers-quater-
pqr = 1. Both formulas simply state that three nions of quaternions. Perhaps, after all, the
vectors placed end to end form a closed figur.e. grandiose dreams of Hamilton may still come true!
Quaternions have also been used to advantage In
Einstein's special relativity, where the time and . . h b t d th tho to make use of his. . t Permission as een gran e e au r
space coordinates may be amalgamated in 0 a article on "The Significance of Mathematics in the Physical
quaternion event (t, x, y, z). But, on the whole, Sciences" published in the June, 1938, number of School
quaternions have not justified Hamilton's fond Science and Mathematics.
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"LET'S GO TO PANAMA"

GEORGE REIDER
c. E. '39

SO you're going to the tropics! At last the Labor Bureau to be fingerprinted, photographed,
romance and travel connected with engineer- and assigned to a job. Since you are an engineer

ing has found you, and you're not going to miss or a foreman, you will run into difficulties right
this opportunity to fulfill the ideals of your des- here-you must organize your own gang of men.
tiny. Without knowing what you are to do, how If you are the engineer in charge of layout, you
you are to live, and when or how you will get will look high and low for some one to help you
back to the States, you pack and subsequently in your survey party hoping against unfavorable
leave for the Canal Zone by way of New York. odds (of the slot machine variety) to find an

After six days of sailing and of possible sea- experienced man, but ending up with a slow-
sickness, you are glad to reach Cristobal, C. Z., moving native who had done some rod work or
and to be led to your quarters. If you are em- chaining for the Panama Canal and who under-
ployed by a contractor, there is no predicting stands more Spanish than English. ("You no Com-
where or how you are going to live; but if you prendo Ingles, Senor.") After trying out some
are among the personnel of the Panama Canal, fifteen men, you come through with five or six
you will live in government buildings, eat at the
clubhouse, and enjoy the privileges of the com-
missary.

The buildings will seem strange to the north-
erner. Fine mesh screen is substituted for all
windows-i-to bar sand fleas and mosquitoes-and
the corrugated roof is very low in order to keep
out the rain. These three-story frame structures
are usually arranged in the pattern of an army
camp, but they are comfortably furnished, and
leased to those at the head of the waiting list
for $15 to $25 per month. The chief drawback
to that scheme of living is that the clubhouse,
with facilities for 200, attempts to serve 500-
making you yearn for the U. C. cafeteria, where
the lines are only one block long.

If you are fortunate enough to arrive in the
Zone between December and March, you will be
pleased with the bright, hot, cloudless days- Covernrnent. lottery vendors
until you are hit by the "prickly heat" which
comes with this weather. Uncomfortable as this natives, all of whose comprehension of English
eruption is, it is only one of the skin disturbances is sufficiently elastic to allow them to avoid as
which will soon cause you to long for the cooler much work as possible. This means that you will
rainy season. Starting in the latter part of March be the chief, the instrument man, and the hardest
and continuing for eight months, it will rain at manual laborer, for your crew will either not
least four or five times a day-both on and off understand what you want done, will pretend not
schedule. (The average yearly rainfall is 165 to understand, or will simply be too lazy to do
inches!) the work.

After a great amount of worry and trouble in You have been so busy working and getting
finding living quarters, you report to the Central settled that the first thing you know Saturday
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night is already here. As is the good old Ameri-
can custom, you "spruce up" and decide to "paint
the town red." To your dismay, you find that there
is no entertainment in the Canal Zone other than
theatres and an occasional Club-sponsored dance.
Even more terrible is the realization that the ratio
of white women to white men is 1 to 10, explaining
why so many of your fellow workers date native
girls.

After this let-down, you wander into Panama
territory (Colon on the Atlantic or Panama City
on the Pacific) searching for some sort of enter-
tainment. Passing up the loud, open cantinas for
the night club section where you should be able
to "raise the roof" in the good old U. C. way,
you are delighted to see American, Colombian,
and Panamanian girl entertainers sitting, talk-
ing, and drinking with the customers. This ap-
parent paradise blows up in your face, however,
when you discover it takes about four "Blue

around the countryside. On the Atlantic side of
the Isthmus, you drive six miles before you come
to Gatun, where guards prevent sightseeing
around the locks. In the other direction, you can
travel for seven miles before you come to Fort
Randolph, the road's terminal, so you disgustedly
head for home to sleep it all off.

On the Pacific side, however, there are numerous
roads to travel and sight-see; a road connecting
the coasts is rapidly nearing completion. More-
over, there you could visit the ruins left by the
pirate Morgan when he plundered and burned
Panama.

An interesting feature of Sunday is the govern-
ment lottery, where you can buy any combination
of four numbers for fifty cents. Everything is
legal and aboveboard, and the proceeds form the
revenue of the Panamanian hospitals. If you are
fortunate, you may hit the lottery for $1,000,
$300, or $150.

La Campana, a native village in the Canal Zone

Moons" an hour to keep your companion for the
evening. The tariff for this soft drink concoction
is one dollar per, of which seventy cents goes to
the house, and thirty cents to the girl. You wander
through these places, try to enjoy the fifth-rate
floor shows, and finally come home in the early
hours-sick, tired, and disgusted.

On Sunday you attempt to rid yourself of the
recollection of the night before with a drive

12

This description is typical of all the time you
will spend in the Canal Zone, and any further
elaboration is unnecessary. The opinions ex-
pressed above may seem prejudiced, but it is a
fact that two-thirds of the Americans you meet
are ready to return to the U.S.A., and, as I am,
are anxiously awaiting the day when it becomes
possible.
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CREDIT UNIONS-FINANCIAL COOPERATIVES

WILLIAM GAHR
BUS. AD. 143

IT is not news when a man borrows $20 and 2,500,000 members. Ohio has almost 750 credit
repays it with interest, but when he borrows unions, and the number is steadily increasing.

$20 and pays back $1,053 in interest and still This rapid growth has come about because the
owes more than his original loan, that is news. credit union is based on the principle of promo-
This is an actual case of a man who borrowed $20 ting thrift among its members and providing
from an illegal money lender to pay a doctor bill a place where its members can borrow at a very
at an interest charge of $2.25 a week. This loan low rate of interest in time of need.
was made in November, 1929. Every month after Credit unions can be established wherever
that until November, 1938, he renewed the loan. there is a sufficiently large number of people
By that time he had paid $1,053 for the use of having" common interests, such as in factories,
the $20 and still owed the lending company more churches, school-teacher groups, or even com-
than he had borrowed. He had paid interest at munity groups. It has been found, however, that
the rate of 85 per cent a year. This is an extreme credit unions which operate among groups which
case, but many other extreme examples could be have a potential membership of one hundred
cited where the borrower had paid usurious in- persons or more have a much better chance of
terest rates. succeeding than do unions with less than one,

The credit union is one of the organizations hundred potential members. This is true because
formed to combat illegal money lenders. The the savings which each man puts into the credit
legal maximum interest rate that can be charged union will probably be small, and it will take the
by the credit unions is one per cent per month of credit union a longer time to build up its deposits.
the unpaid balance. The maximum permissible
interest rate which can be charged by the legal,
strictly-regulated finance companies under the AGAINST LOAN SHARKS
Ohio Law is 36 per cent. Thus, the credit unions,
the finance companies, and the banks are all ene- The credit union is out to compete against the
mies of the illegal, unregulated money lenders small loan "sharks" who charge high rates of
who charge rates of 240 per cent up. The credit interest. These rates of interest may vary from
union has a lower interest rate than any other 240 per cent a year up. There is a wide-range
type of money lender due to certain inherent of difference between 12% a year and the rates
advantages which will be pointed out presently. which these small loan companies charge. This

The idea behind the credit union springs from difference is due to the fact that the person who
the cooperative movement, and was first intro- goes to one of these usurious money-lenders gen-
duced into the United states in 1909 by Alfonse erally goes because he is in desperate need of
Desjardins at Manchester, New Hampshire. Ed- money. These money-lenders realize this, and
ward A. Filene, a Boston merchant and million- they take advantage of the borrower in his dis-
aire, became interested in the idea, spending much tressed condition.
time and almost a million dollars in getting The credit union, on the other hand, is operated
various states to pass laws incorporating credit by its members; and its policies are determined
unions. He also founded the Credit Union Na- by a Board of Directors which is ele-cted by the
tional Association which now carries on the work members. Therefore, when a member comes in
that he started. Since the introduction of credit to borrow, his problems are told to people who
unions into the United States in 1909, the move- understand what it means to be in a desperate
ment has made rapid strides until today there need of money, and they really try to help him.
are approximately 9,000 credit unions serving The Board of Directors is elected at the annual
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meeting of its membe-rs. There are usually either determined by the members at their annual
seven or nine members on the Board, depending meeting.
upon the size of the credit union, and they are Besides the Board of Directors, the members
elected for terms of three years. The members' also elect three men to serve on the credit com-
terms are staggered so that at every annual mittee and three men to serve on the supervisory
meeting there will be three vacancies to fill. The or audit committee. The men on these two com-
treasurer is elected by the Board and is the person mittees are all elected for three-year terms, and
who receives the deposits, keeps the books, makes their terms are staggered so that one vacancy
up the financial statements, and handles all other will be created each year. It is the job of the
work connected with the financial transactions credit committee to pass on all loan applications,
of the credit union. This is a very important and the treasurer cannot issue a check to a bor-
job, and since it is so responsible and time- rower until the loan application has been signed
consuming the treasurer is the only o~cer in t~e by all members of the credit committee. Thus,
credit union who receives a salary. HIS salary IS the responsibility of granting the loans is taken

out of the hands of the treasurer and is placed
upon a committee of three men whose job it is

.. to talk to the borrower and discuss his financial
Typical activities of C01np:any credit unions situation in order to be sure that the money will

-Courtesy Credit Union National Association be used for a "provident and productive purpose."
"._....... It is a rule of the credit unions that whenever a

person borrows, he must benefit by it. That is, the
amount of the loan and the method of repayment
must be so planned that when the loan is granted
it will actually benefit the borrower, rather than
doing him a disservice by plunging him into more
debt. The credit committee, in many cases, rec-
ommends that the applicant borrow a large
enough amount to consolidate all of the outstand-
ing debts and then make payments at one place,
namely the credit union. This benefits the bor-
rower greatly since his payments are made only
at one place, and the size of the payments have
been decided upon with respect to his income.

It is the job of the audit committee to audit
the books of the credit union monthly. This
eommittee checks the work done by the credit
committee, such as reviewing the loans granted,
checking to see that all applications were signed
by the members of the credit committee and that
the notes are in order. In its monthly audit, it
also checks such things as the financial statement,
the general books of the credit union, the cash
drawer, the cancelled checks, and numerous other
detailed reports in order to insure the proper
operation of the union. Thus, it can be seen that
the treasurer is checked upon by two sources.
The fact that all checks must be countersigned
by the president or the assistant treasurer of
the credit union is a further check on the treas-
urer. The credit committee, audit committee, and
treasurer make out reports on their activities and
submit them to the Board of Directors, and the
Board then reports to the members at the annual
meeting.

In discussing the purposes of a credit union,
the lending operations have been stressed; but
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the possibility of saving must not be overlooked pay roll window so that as soon as the employees
since it is by means of the savings that the lend- receive their wages, they can deposit a portion
ing can be carried out. When a person from of them in the credit union. This arrangement
among the group in which the credit union op- makes it easy and convenient for the workers to
erates desires to become a member of the credit save and promotes the habit of thrift. Most of
union, he fills out the membership card and pays the employers who have credit unions operating
a 25-cent entrance fee. This fee goes to a per- in their plants feel that the credit union is desir-
manent reserve fund of the credit union and
even though the member should withdraw from
the credit union, he cannot get this amount back.
This reserve which is used to absorb any losses
from operations, is divided up among the
members only in case of dissolution. After the
entrance fee is paid, the new member is issued a
passbook. He is now obligated to pay five dollars
into the credit union, thus purchasing a share of
stock in it. Since only banks are allowed to ac-
cept deposits as stated in the law, the money
which the credit union receives is called a share,
rather than a deposit, and each share is worth
five dollars. This five-dollar share may be paid
for at the rate of a quarter a week, or any other
rate which is convenient to the member. As soon
as the member has made a payment on one share
he is eligible to borrow from the credit union
and to vote at the annual shareholders' meeting.
As soon as the member has paid his debt of five
dollars, he is eligible to receive dividends. A
member is not limited, unless by a special act of
the Board of Directors, in the amount of money
that he can save in the credit union because each
five dollars put into the credit union represents
the buying of a share. Since the credit union is
a democratic organization which values people
above money, each member is allowed only one
vote- at the annual meeting regardless of the
amount of money he has saved in the credit union.
Generally, the dividend paid by the credit union
after it has been operating a year or more
ranges between 3 per cent and 6 per cent. Many
credit unions could probably pay higher dividends
than 6 per cent, but they are advised against this
practice because it tends to make the members
more interested in receiving the dividends on
their shares rather than in making- loans to the
needy members.

As was stated before, the treasurer is the only
officer in the credit union who receives a salary.
Thus, the treasurer's salary and a few other office
expenses such as share and loan insurance, sta-
tionery, and other supplies are the only expenses
of the credit union. The management of the em-
ployer company sometimes donates an office,
furniture, heat, light, and most of the other ex-
penses connected with a business office. The
credit union office is generally located near the
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able in building up goodwill and good labor rela-
tions between the management and the workers,
that they are more than glad to furnish the office
space and other equipment necessary to aid .in
its efficient operation.

Whether a worker needs to borrow only a small
amount to carry him over until the next pay day
or needs to borrow a large- amount, his credit
union is the logical place to go because it will not
only give him quick and efficient service, but it
will also charge an interest rate of only 1 per
cent on the unpaid balance. His credit union is
also the logical place for him to save, since it is
generally located in a. convenient and easy place
to reach. It is also a safe place in which to save
money because all shares and loans are covered
by insurance which guarantees their safety and
guarantees the repayment of the loans outstand-
ing in case the borrower should die, become per-
manently disabled, or ill.

Of all the credit unions which have been estab-
lished, it is surprising to note the small number
of them that have failed or have been discon-
tinued. Those ceasing operation have done so
because their potential membership was too small
or because there was not sufficient interest among
the members to warrant further existence. In
only a few cases have the credit unions ceased
because of the dishonesty of the treasurer or
other officers, and even then the members have
almost always been paid back their shares in full.
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SOUTH AMERICAN WONDERLAND

ALBERT WALKER
G. E. 143

In keeping with our Nation's desire to promul- of hardy outdoor sports. Here, also, are the spots
gate and solidify our friendship with the Re- that the Scotsman confesses rival his familiar
publics to the south of us, we present another Trossacks and the Irishman admits are the only
article in a series describing our South American' equal to his immortal Killarney. It is interesting
neighbors. The material was secured from a V.C. to note that the romantic atmosphere of the Span-
alumnus, G. Daniel Fuentes (Ch.E. '26), a former ish Conquistadore, so often thought of in connec-
Chilean Consul to Cincinnati. tion with the Latin American countries, does not

flourish in this nation.

AS V· t B t "E t E t th More important to Chile than the sceniciscoun ryce wro e xcep gyp ere., ' , grandeurs of the land are the natural resources
IS not In the world a country so strangely and industries that are no t f t

f d Chile." It 1 th i 2600 '1 b . w a par 0 our grea.orme as 1 e. . s eng IS m.Ies, ut.It defense effort. In the arid northern zone, which
~as an average width of only.150 miles, Chile extends from the southern border of Peru 600
IS as near the equator as MexIc.o, an? stretches miles to the city of Taltal, is the center of Chile's
south farther than any ?ther inhabitable la~d great mineral wealth. Here nature made up great
on the globe, almost touching the great Antarctic concentrations of nitrates coppe d b, k Y .. . h . If' id I ' r, an orax.Ice pac. e~ It IS neit e~ tropica nor rrgiu. n The nitrate deposits, which are the largest in the
the north, Instead of Jungles, a:e great dry world, lie in a narrow valley about 400 miles long.
deserts; the south has snow only on Its .mountalns. The industrial exploitation facilities are located
Thus, the greater part of the land enjoys a very in the middle of this desert Ilev : th ·· I' b · b t . d 1 th va y. e ore ISmild c im ate, . emg a ou SIX eg~ees coo er an blasted loose, crushed, and the soda extracted by
the ~ame latitude on the Atlantic coast of the lixiviation and precipitation. At the present ex-
continent because of the Humboldt Current.

Despite the name, Chile, which meant snow or
cold to the Incas, this country might be appro-
priately called the wonderland of South America.
The unusual combination of natural geographical
formations make it the answer to a tourist's
prayer. In the north there exist in barren form
the three characteristic formations of the coun-
try: the great Andes range, the longitudinal val-
ley, and the coastal mountain range, together
setting forth in this region America's counterpart
of the wastes of Africa.

The middle of the country is a garden spot that
produces everything that is delightful to the
palate of even a seasoned gourmet. It is no won-
der that the principal city is called Valparaiso
or "Vale of Paradise."

In sharp contrast to the central region is the
beautiful lake region of the south, a land of
fjords, glaciers, mountains, lakes, and forests
that is known as the Switzerland of South
America. Here are offered challenges to lovers
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Valpo,raiso, largest port on the west coast of South America
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port rate of one million tons of soda annually,
this vast reserve is expected to last over one hun-
dred years. The copper deposits are unusual, too,
in that they are so located that the ore can be
mined by blasting it off the mountain sides. Al-
though the ores are only two per cent copper,
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this region is one of the -greatest producers of pedition, and it was not until the arrival of
commercial copper in the world. The smelters Pedro de Valdivia in 1540 that settlement of the
handle 30,000 tons of ore daily. The metal is re- land by the Spaniards began. The absence of
fined by electrolytic equipment which receives its ready gold found in Peru was one of the reasons
power from an oil-fired turbo-electric plant at for the abandonment of Almagro's enterprise.
Tocopilla. Borax deposits are the easiest to ex- Chile declared her independence from Spain
ploit for they are mined, from old lake beds by in 1810, and in 1833, adopted a republican con-
digging up the beds with power shovels. stitution that governed the country unchanged

The 700 miles between Taltal and Valparaiso is until it was slightly modified in 1925. Today, her
known as the transition region, for here there, is
agriculture as well as mining. The EI Tof'o mine
produces iron ore which is almost pure hematite
and is on a par with the best Swedish ores; one
million tons are exported annually to South Beth-
lehem Steel of this country. The world's second
largest copper mine, which handles some 15,000
tons 'of ore daily by means of an oil flotation pro-
cess, is also located in this region. Agriculture
depends to a great extent on artificial irrigation,
and the crops of the warmer climates are grown.
'I'he rivers of the region are being harnessed for
hydro-electric' power which is used primarily by
the railway systems.

A · It · domi t· th 900 ·1 Santiago, capital of Chilegrrcu ure IS pre omman In e mi es
from Valparaiso to ~uerto Montt. T~e rich soil government is set up similar to ours, having- a
and the three-foot rainfall mak~ possible any. of President who serves six years with his cabinet,
the temperate zone products, including grains. and a congress made up of a Senate and a Cham':
Coal mi:nin~ is also important ~n this region. The ber of Deputies.
Lota mine IS the largest,havIng shafts as deep The modification of the Constitution in 1925
as f?ur miles below ~h? ocean ~oor. ~ecause of brought about some changes which are being
the Immense ~r?ductIVIt~ ~f this sect~on, three- watched with interest by other nations. They are
fourths of Chile s five million people live here. social changes which have to do primarily with

The southern lake region is covered with forests industrial relations and diseases, old age insur-
which produce lumber, but not in proportion to ance, wage payment systems, and unemployment .
the stand, for several varieties of trees are not insurance. In this respect, Chile seems to be,
suited to the lumbering industry. From the as one Chilean has said, "Fifty years ahead of
southern tip of the country near the Straits of the rest 01 the world."
Magellan comes the famous Marino wool which Contrary to the fact that she is immensely
is used in fine fabrics. Most of this region is wealthy, Chile is one of the few nations that does
economically the poorest in Chile. .not today include the income of this national

It is evident that Chile is one of the world's wealth into her annual budget. Due to the fact
most favored countries with respect to scenic that this wealth was the means by which Chile
beauty, diversity of climate, and natural resources. incurred the greatest per capita national debt in

These blessings, coupled with a people of in- the world during the administration of a past
dustrious Spanish Basque strain, make Chile one unscrupulous President, the government has
of our best neighbors, especially during the crucial taken it upon itself to segregate the national
times of this war' when her exports are being economics and finances from the income of these
used by the Allies-the United States in particu- national resources and to plan the finances upon
Jar-in their war production. May our friendship the' more permanent and dependable industrial
with .her last as long as our nations do. and agricultural enterprises. This, too, is another

Historically speaking, Chile is one of the oldest innovation introduced by this nation and watched
known nations in South America. The country by others, and so far it appears to be satisfac-
was discovered in 1535 by Diego de Almagro, tory. It, like the other modifications, may be a
Spanish conquistador, who had traveled south forerunner to changes in and new views upon
from Peru (although Magellan had passed through the subjects which are considered vital to all
the straits in 1520). He failed in his first ex- nations.
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Powers of observation
and investigation plot
the course of the future.

Coordination of mind and ac-
\ tion are stressed by coopera-
tive education.

The government realizes the importance of cooperative education. and for that reason has requested that the co-op course at the University
of Cincinnati continue without further acceleration. Over 85 per cent of the cooperative students at U. C. are doing work in industr'ies
directly connected with national defense. and at the same time are training themselves for technical positions in which there is such a
serious shortage at the present time.

Military training forms an important part of the curriculum of the College of Engineering and Commerce. In our University. where
basic military training is not compulsory. over one-half of the engineering students are enrolled in either the Ordnance or Coast Artillery
units of the R.O.T.C. Trained military officers are in greatest demand at the present time. but the future will call for men of broad thought
who are essential for the restoration of national perspective.

The seaman. like the
student. must realize the

\

value of une..rring. co-
ordination of thought
and act.

Military training imbues man
with the importance of dis-
cipline and constant attention.

Observation and thorough in-
vestigation are keys to pre-
paredness.

I Concentration of thought and
undeviating attention arepri-
mary requisites of all engineer-
ing students.

A.ND



THE new wind tunnel of the aeronautical machinery is ready, but the finer details are still
engineering department is nearing its com- lacking. It will take many more months to design

pletion. This will mark the fulfillment of a and acquire the delicate instruments that will
longf'elt need of aero students and the aeronautical make the tunnel completely shipshape. Most of
faculty. For many years the lack of space and the delay in construction is due to limited per-
funds has made the acquisition of laboratory sonnel and difficulties and delays in obtaining
equipment impossible. Only last year, reappro- material and instruments at the present time.
priations were made to the aeronautical depart- Quite often the original design had to be modi-
ment of funds left from the Civilian Pilot fled, so that available material could be used in-
Training which was conducted by members of stead of equipment which was originally planned.
this department. As soon as this small fund be- It is for these reasons that no results of the
came available, the design of a wind tunnel, which first tests can be given at this time, as was orig-
could be built from the money available, was inally intended. All data on speeds are therefore
started last September by the author. Soon the based on the design calculations and have not yet
actual construction began in the power plant been verified experimentally.
where a carefully planned rearrangement of aero- Before going {into a detailed description of the
nautical material provided just enough space. wind tunnel itself it might be worth while to

~ state briefly the fundamentals of a wind tunnel.
A wind tunnel is an instrument producing a well
confined and regulated air .etream into which
models of airplanes and airplane parts are placed.
By means of intricate scales and balances the
forces and moments experienced by these methods
in the air stream are recorded. Also any distri-
bution of pressures can be measured and plotted.

It is obvious from the above definition that there
are unlimited possibilities as to the type and con-
struction of a wind tunnel. No short article can
therefore give acomplete picture of the existing
types. It willbeof interest to note, though, that
no wind tunnel of the type' and size under con-
struction at U. C. is available at any university
or technical institute offering a course in aeronau-

The author and his co-worker demonstrate tical engineering. This fact is quite surprising
the visual panel: of the tunnel since the experiences of other people with smaller

tunnels of similar type, indicate clearly that such
Most of the actual construction was done by Mr. a wind tunnel has an unsurpassed value in funda-
Raymond Bisplinghoff, instructor in the aero- mental instruction as well as in the solution of
nautical department; the author; and a few N. problems beyond the scope of our theoretical
Y. A. students who did not object to manual labor knowledge. The U. C. wind tunnel reduces the
and problems challenging ingenuity. technical difficulties of ordinary wind tunnels and

Today, after seven months of work, the wind in addition will make the air flow visible by means
tunnel is in a stage comparable to that of a ship of. smoke. Hencewe shall not only be able to
at its' launching. The outside and essential make measurements and calculations but also to
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see what otherwise is invisible.
The wind tunnel is of the two-dimensional flow

type. This means that all air flow phenomena
that take place in a plane, without any rotation
normal to such plane, can be investigated. This
is important for the ultimate purpose of the
tunnel, when it operates as smoke tunnel. Smoke
will then be introduced into the air stream in fine
smoke lines to make the air flow visible. In this

dynamical considerations to give the least amount
of frictional losses and turbulence in the air and
to increase the velocity when it enters the test
section.

Next to the entrance cone comes the test sec-
tion, 5 feet long and with a cross section of 6 feet
by 4 inches. At this place the models are intro-
duced and observed. Observation is facilitated
by a large window, made out of a %-inch-thick,

S/IB/~2..
H.P/-·

Two-dimensional smoke tunnel

way it is possible to indicate clearly the effective-
ness of streamlining, fairing, and dimensions of
airfoils and airplane parts. It also shows the
regions and amount of dead air and turbulence
which is responsible for the air resistance which
must be overcome. Such visual demonstrations
are of tremendous value in explaining the basic
theorems in aerodynamics, fluid dynamics, and
hydrodynamics. A visualization can also indicate
the way to successful theoretical treatment in the
study of a new research problem.

This dual usefulness of the wind tunnel in
undergraduate instruction and graduate research
was the dominating factor in choosing this par-
ticular type.

The air is sucked into the tunnel at the 6-foot-
square open end of the entrance cone. A set of
screens is located there to make the air smooth
and even, and free of large irregularities. The
entrance cone then tapers down over a length of
8 feet to a narrow rectangle of 6 feet by 4 inches.
The shape of the taper was calculated from aero-
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high strength glass plate, supported in a special
frame so that the inside of the tunnel is abso-
lutely smooth from the entrance to exit. Excellent
light is provided by means of two fluorescent
lamps with daylight bulbs at top and bottom of
the test section, running over the entire length
of the test section.

The models are supported by a single, solid,
I-inch brass rod entering through the back wall
of the test section and connected to the balance
system.

MEASUREMENT OF FORCES

The balances utilize magnetism to measure the
lift and drag forces as well as the aerodynamic
moments. Each quantity can be measured inde-
pendently for any position of the model. With
this type of balance system it is easy to record
oscillating forces and flutter phenomena which
have been under study only recently. Since the
existing theory of wing flutter is based on purely

(Continued on Page 35)
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MILK-MADE FABRIC

A maj or part of modern chemical research is
concentrating all of its efforts for a better

development of existing and potential raw ma-
terials by progressively penetrating the true
chemical composition of the living and mineral
world. It has been discovered that coal, air, and
water in their original form have no individual
properties related to those of glass.

However, by employing a correct chemical pro-
cess these three available materials can be com-
bined into transparent plastic sheets that have .
superior uses and qualities. On an identical basis
new practical uses have been established for
thousands of heretofore useless plant, animal, and
mineral products and waste materials, leading to
the development of such everyday products as
celluloid, "Lucite," "Rayon," or "Bakelite." A
great number of industrial corporations have
confronted the practical problem of economic ex-
ploitation of waste materials and established
research laboratories to find profitable answers.
Thus came to light, as a paragon of plastic re-
search, the development of skimmed milk into a
series of useful casein products, such as textile
fibers, paints, glue, insecticides, paper coating,
and pharmaceuticals.

Leading those companies employed in finding

A spinneret through which viscous casein
is converted into fiber

-Courtesy Chemical Industries

LEROY PRYSE
M. E. 144

new uses for skim milk was the National Dairy
Products Corporation. Working on the theory
that milk can be transformed into a threadlike
substance capable of being spun into a fiber, their
research engineers developed "Aralac", a casein
fibre with a protein base. The name chosen for
the product, "Aralac", was formed from the pre-
fix "ara", referring to the Atlantic Research Asso-
ciates, Incorporated, and "lac", the Latin word
for milk. The work of this latter research firm
has added a new thread to the old group of fibers
-silk, wool, and cotton.

Processing of fiber from milk, however, is not
new. Scientists began experimenting with casein
fiber late in the last century, even before rayon
was developed. A number of years ago the results
of European experiments were tried in this coun-
try but could not produce a fiber that would
comply with the American textile requirements.
Yet four years ago, National Dairy began seri-
ously investigating the possibility of producing
fiber from casein, since some commercial uses
were found. A small experimental plant was built
to produce 1,000 pounds of Aralac per day. Be-
cause of actual experience in production methods,
the product improved and became more capable
of fulfilling the American textile requirements,
thus necessitating a larger plant. As a final result
during the summer of 1941, operations were
transferred to the present plant at Taftville,
Connecticut, with a vast production capacity of
five million pounds of Aralac yearly.

It is evident that the farmers of the country
were satisfied with such a large scale development
of milk plastics, since they found the long-desired
market for their excess of skimmed milk. Here-
tofore only a small per cent of the milk produced
could be profitably used. Although the dairies
near densely populated areas supplied milk as
such for the civilians, the milk producers of farm
areas could only convert a part of their milk
supply into cream and butter products. Today,
however, there is not only a market for the excess
of skimmed milk, but a need for it. Statistics
show that the 110 billion pounds of milk produced
in 1940 were not enough. Even an increase of
seven billion pounds in 1941 will not establish
a ceiling to the supply, because there is already
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a 7 per cent increase in supply set for this year,
or eight billion pounds more. The fulfillment of
this quota is partially the dairy farmers' job,
and partially the manufacturers'. The farmer
is doing his share by improving the feeding of
the animals and by enlarging his flock; and the
manufacturer is gradually enlarging his plant
and developing equipment to process the skim
rnilk more economically.

In order to appreciate the great effort of the
producers in supplying the sufficient amount of
raw material, one must observe the real values of
the new product. It is the first synthetic fiber
successfully spun from a milk protein solution.
Former attempts to spin such fibers were feeble
and the resulting theads brittle and strengthless ;
and as a matter of fact, the knowledge of protein
structure was too scant to rectify the situation.
Nevertheless Aralac has withstood numerous and
exhaustive tests, including resiliency, tensile
strength, abrasion, odor, affinity for dyes, and
ability to withstand dry cleaning and washing.
The new fiber may be blended with wool, mohair,
rayon, or fur in varying proportions, in each case
imparting distinctive characteristics to fabrics in
which it is used.

In some fields other synthetic fibers compete
seriously, but Aralac has this distinction: the
milk-made fiber is the only successful substitute
for fur that will withstand the exacting require ..
ments of a hat. Formerly furs, such as beaver
from Canada, nutria from the Argentine, hare
from Continental Europe, or coney from Aus-
tralia, were the exclusive raw materials for use
in hat making. Today, war conditions make it
impossible to obtain these furs in the quantities
needed. Because of its fur-like qualities Aralac

Ara!ac spinning process
-Courtesy Rayon Textile Monthly
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One of several washing processes in
making Aralac fiber

not only makes a successful substitute, but, in
many cases, the man-made fiber produces more
satisfactory results. One undeniable advantage
in the use of this material is its uniform quality
because of a controlled manufacturing process,
while a natural product is deemed suitable or not
by a great many differences. Even to the current
emergency Aralac has contributed; the synthetic
fiber has prevented an abnormal price incr ase of
hats due to the scarcity of furs.

The development of casein fibers from the raw
milk solution is very analogous to the manufac-
ture of all the other fibrous plastics, although
the slight differences in chemical processing give .
the real clue as to the varying properties of the
products. The first operation in the manufacture
of Aralac takes place at the creamery where the
milk is separated from its butterfat. The re-
mainder, making up the part that will eventually
become Aralac, is then taken to the plant. The
casein to be used constitutes about three per cent
by volume of skim milk. Milk coming from the
creamery is first put through a centrifuge to
separate the last traces of fat as cream. The
remaining skim milk is now treated with acid,
which curdles or coagulates most of the milk
protein, leaving whey. After separation from the
whey, the protein is washed and dried and is
ready to be converted into the finished product.
The dry milk protein is carefully dispersed into
a thick, viscous syrup, and the resulting heavy
fluid is extruded through the spinnerettes, emerg-
ing as a thin, glistening strand. This is already
Aralac.



But this filament must be treated and worked
to produce the high-grade quality desired. It is
essential that the fiber have properties which
make it suitable for dyeing. Therefor, the free
amino groups of the protein molecule involved
must be so inactivated that the rate of dye intake
and the selection of dyes may be controlled. By
the same or similar treatment of the free car-
boxyl and hydroxyl groups, other important
properties of the fiber may be maintained and
improved. These steps or processes, called hard-
ening or acylating reactions, are to make the
fiber inherently tougher and more coherent.

It has been said that Aralac cannot be a true
fiber because the raw material from which it is
made is not essentially fibrous in nature. For
this reason a milk-made fiber cannot be inherently
tough and coherent. These are the erroneous con-
clusions of those not familiar with fibrous mater-
ials in general, but such conclusions are easily
refuted. The toughness of casein is well illus-
trated in its use in button and plastic sheet pro-
duction, and its coherence in .glue manufacture.

As for other criticisms, they can be disproved
by the ardent display and use of casein paints.

The chemical inertness and excellent weather
resistance of casein paints make them an impor-

Finish.ed Aralac fiber cut into short lengths
-Courtesy Chemical Industries
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Actress Roeemaru Lane wearing an ensemble
made in part of Aralac

tant commercial product. For instance, on the
outdoor pavilions of the World Fairs in a number
of cities, casein paints colored and called atten-
tion to the various buildings in the exhibits.
Casein paints are also becoming useful in the fight
for democracy. They are being used with equal
importance to carry and hold the colors necessary
for the proper camouflage of buildings and other
structures. They aid the defense of America in
another way. The paint industry in the past has
been consuming larger quantities of phenol for-
maldehyde and urea formaldehyde resins. Casein
paints replace a part of these, leaving the way
clear for the use of these chemicals in more
vital defense manufacturing processes. The posi-
tion that Aralac holds in industry and what de-
velopments are being made are best described in
the words of the chairman of the board of Na-
tional Dairy Products Corporation, H. Mc-
Innerney: "It may seem somewhat incongruous
for a milk man to get into fiber manufacturing,
but in this case it is a natural development and
supplement to' our business.

"For many years our research laboratories have
been experimenting with new milk products, par-
ticularly with a view to finding more uses for
skim milk. Success of these efforts is vitally im-
portant to dairy farmers. Aralac is only one-
though perhaps the most spectacular-of the
results we have had."
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Lasher wins
War on Weather!

For years, telephone cable has been hung by stiff wire rings from its
supporting strand. But repeated expansion and contraction caused by 1
temperature changes sometimes proved too much for even the best I
cable sheath. Fatigue cracks developed near the poles - this meant 1
leaks _ possible service interruptions - expensive repairs. I

Recently, men of the Bell System developed a machine that lashes
the cable and strand together in such a way that the concentration of
strains near the poles is minimized. The Cable Lasher has also proved
a great aid in the speedy installation of some of the neWcables needed

for airfields, camps, bases and war factories.
There are many opportunities in the Bell System for men with

the urge _ and the ability _ to do a job better than it has ever been

done before.

APRIL. 1942
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CHIVALRY FOR MODERNS
AN EDITORIAL
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RUTH MUELLER
BUS. AD. 142

University of Cincinnati. Wherever we go, we
.shall be looked upon as representatives of the
University. Are we the kind of people the Uni-
versity will be proud to claim as alumni? Have
we established precepts' for living which mark us
as men and women, and not just as students? In
a world of confusion and upheaval, it must be our
privilege to live so that our opinions and our
behavior will command respect, and so that our
word will bring calmness and order out of chaos.
We, a handful of privileged people, have a chal-
lenging task ahead of us in practicing the ideals
of real education.

The establishment of a sound personal philoso-
phy and the spreading of it to others is more
important than ever before when we realize that
we shall be in the group which creates the peace
after the war. We must be able to think clearly
and justly when our enemy has been conquered
or perhaps made to see that a liberty such as ours
is one which is built on lasting foundations of
freedom and equality which cannot be uprooted
by treachery and force. We must be able to estab-
lish a peace which will last forever-a difficult
task after this war because of the manner of
aggression.

What sort of creed shall we establish? It need
not be written; it need never be spoken. It must
be thought; it must be our guide when we are
faced with difficult decisions. Most of us have
such a guide-we call it religion. But most of us,
too, have not thought out clearly just what we
must do to make this a living part of ourselves.
We have been following blindly, accepting with-
out questioning, believing without understanding.
But now our consciousness must be sharpened to
a fine point of knowing without doubt that our
way is right. For so it is; and so it will be when
order is once again established and we find the
world calm and peaceful. All of the turmoil, the
madness, the despair, the pain, and the frenzy
of the present world shall pass away and shall
leave us with the things which never change-
the love for our fellowmen, the research and pure
science for the advancement of man and civiliza-
tion, the challenges of our ordinary every-day
jobs, the carefree enjoyment of the "little" things.

We shall all look forward to a better world,
and we shall prepare ourselves for it by living
now as men and women proud of our heritage
and of the privilege of helping others attain a
place of security and calmness in such chaos.

THE COOPERATIVE ENGINEER

The spring of 1942 is a good time to
recall the majestic code followed by
the Medieval Knights as they roamed
the world, eradicating evil. For those
of us who are members of the gradu-
ating class, it seems particularly ap-

propriate. These were the rules by which the
knights were guided:

"Be always ready with your armor on, except when
you are taking your rest at night.

Defend the poor, and help them that cannot help
themsel ves,

Do nothing to hurt or offend anyone else.
Be prepared to fight for your country.
Never break your promise.
Maintain the honor of your country with your life.

Rather die than live shamefully.
Chivalry requireth that youth should be trained

to perform the most laborious and humble offices with
cheerfulness and grace; and to do good unto others."
As we finish the work which we started here

five years ago, we are wondering where our oppor-
tunity for this knightly service will lie. Ahead
of us the path is uncertain and perhaps confused.
Some of us have found a clear and definite place
in defense work; others of us are not sure which
way we should turn.

The group in which we find ourselves is of small
importance, however, for we have found that time
settles all such matters. We have only to wait for
openings and opportunities and then fill our own
niche. A little time, careful decisions and plan-
ning, and our place is determined.

Today, probably the most important thing
facing us-the 1942 graduates in particular-is
not the precise job we shall have, but the standard
which we shall uphold. We have spent five years
studying, playing, gaining wisdom through books
and associations, obtaining experience in "getting
along" with one another. We find that we are
being graduated into a tremendous political,
economic, and social upheaval wherein all of our
theoretical knowledge seems to be of little benefit
-where the "survival of the fittest" seems to be
the rule.

Those of us who have maintained throughout
our college years a certain philosophy of life feel
confused at times as to whether our philosophy
is out-dated by such a swift and startling world.
But upon giving thought to our standards and
then to those which the world has adopted, we
find our own philosophy the best.

In June, we receive diplomas as graduates of the
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A salute to the "Class of '41"
In the all-out Westinghouse war effort,
no group in our entire organization is
more deeply engaged today than the 600
young engineers who last year left your
campus paths to join this company. In
research, design, production-they have
already made important contributions.

This year many more engineers will
come to us from your college and
others to mesh their eager talent with
our "know-how" and apply it to their
country's defense. Certainly nowhere
does there exist a greater opportunity
for them to translate their intelligence,
skill and enterprise into vital service.
For Westinghouse is, always has been,
and we believe always will be, "an en-
gineer's company."

TONIGHT, somewhere at sea, a man
stands on the bridge of a freighter with

the life line of a nation in his hands.
He is straining his eyes for sight of

one of those islands which are our coun-
try's first line of defense. To these islands
must be transported huge quantities of
munitions and food. And the only an-
swer is ships, ships, and more ships.

How is America meeting this tre-
mendous responsibility? You'll get a
fair idea at such great factories as the
Westinghouse plant where the machinery
to drive many of those supply ships is
being built, or at the huge Westinghouse-
operated Maritime Commission plant
which is now being erected alongside it.

The IIknow hew" that works
24 hours a day

There, in these factories is a dramatic
- example of how Westinghouse "know

how" is doing a job for National Defense.

What is this "know how"? It is the
ability to get things done in the best
possible way-learned in building prod-
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Westinghouse @
"An Engineer's Company," Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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ucts for the general welfare and now
used in building materials for the com-
mon defense.

The same skill and ingenuity that
are building those turbines for the mer-
chant fleet, not long ago built more effi-
cient electric refrigerators and washing
machines. Again, the research skill that
developed intricate new radio equip-
ment has found ways of utilizing that
equipment in important defense work.

Reykiavik off the port bow!

At 17 Westinghouse Divisions, and in
the plants of more than 300 sub-contrac-
tors, our energies are almost exclusively
turned to the creation of $400,000,000
worth of defense materials. It's our way
of speeding the day when our "know
how" will be serving America again-in
the home, the farm, and the factory.



Uo-op UAPERS

THE CO-OP ENGINEER is proud of the fact that
. three staff members were made members of

two of the activities honoraries. Ralph Allen,
Business Manager, and George Pow, Assistant
Editor, have been initiated by O.D.K., while Rita
Obermeyer, Circulation Manager, was tapped by
Mortar Board.

The staff of the Co-op Engineer held a long-
awaited spree at Seff's Rollerdrome. Doug
"Flash" Vest's offer to give free lessons kept
all the dancing beauties out of circulation. The
rink guards were kept busy brushing the wax off
Johnny Nitchal's trousers back on the floor. Af-
ter the brutal punishment, the mob traveled to
no-man's land or Peggy Lavell's house. Here the
generous Lavells fed everyone with chili and
marshmallows. After the food, farewells and a
meteorology kit went to Ralph Allen, who was
soon to report to California Tech for government
training. The party broke up when someone had
to make an 8 :30 a.m. class.

MECHANICALS

The ever-talking, senior Mechanicals talked
themselves into a bowling contest with the faculty.
The old boys sure polished off the youngsters in
due time. Professor Joeger lead the victory with
two cool two hundreds, while Mr. Baldwin, still
sticking with the youngsters, did his best to
sabotage the faculty. The seniors kept the gutters
filled with Jack Meifert doing more than his share.
Refreshments were on the spot, and everyone
concerned was in high spirits.

ELECTRICALS

Eta Kappa Nu finished Section I with a supper
dance at Mt. Airy Lodge. Liquid refreshment,
consisting mostly of derivatives of corn, was re-
sponsible for the concealment of many occur-
rences. The main feature of the evening was the
a.ppearance of Slaughter's new girl friend. (And
she doesn't have a beard eith.er). Quick to take
advantage of everyone's carefree disposition,
Prugh went around signing 'em up for Co-op
Day.

The poker boys gathered at Phil Hoffman's
house for a little round. After the seniors beat
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the alumni, Hoffman, donning his chef's hat,
cooked up a batch of vittles for the hungry card-
sharps.

A.I.E.E. elected the following officers for the
coming year: Charles Sheridan, President; Ropp
Tripplet, Vice President; Frank Malick, Secre-
tary- Treasurer.

CIVILS

The celebrated Bob Kocher, after locking up
all valuables, gathered up his wits about him and
invited the senior civils up for a little game.
Obligingly fourteen strong (also hungry) boys
showed up. Everyone had a swell time as was
evidenced by two empty eighths and a pipe left
behind by Frank Scrano. The sad side of the
event came when Kocher, loaded down with
chairs, attempted to walk through a closed door
and was almost knocked horizontal for the rest
of the evening. The party broke up when pro-
fessional photographer Amick showed up with full
regalia to cover the event for the rotogravure
section. The results were no pictures, three burnt
out flash bulbs, two electric shocks and one
burnt finger (received by the artist), thirteen
bewildered seniors, and one scared photographer.
Rumor has it that a certain camera can be pur-
chased for a very small sum. Bob Kocher wishes
to thank Van Guelpen for providing transpor-
tation for eight men and five chairs in his national
defense car, which has brakes on only two wheels,
thus saving two tires. Also the host would appre-
ciate the return of various silver utensils which
might accidently have been misplaced.

The civils have been taking a number of geology
trips upon which each man gives the driver one
cent for every mile. Numerous accessories ap-
pearing on Kocher's car have resulted in loud
verbal complaints by Erskine Chapman. Since
Kocher is a big man, peace still remains among
the seniors.

BUSINESS ADS

Roselawn Tavern lost their good reputation
when the Bus. Ads. (pronounced Biz Ads) held
a free dinner for the seniors. Toastmaster Bob
Eichelberger was rudely interrupted while telling
jokes, when a farmer came in looking for the
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The Coop Engine6r office
at high noon



FOR OUR DEFENSE
the men at the front are fighting.

YOU who produce this equipment are fighting

battles in the shops. You are making a defense
effort to step up prod uction to the maximum.

The men in the field rate the best equipment that

can be made. The soldiers in the shops deserve the
best production machinery that you can place in
their hands.

HYPRO planers were especially designed to step

up production on work in their field. When you
install HYPRO machines you know that your workers

in the shops are properly equipped to send their best
efforts to our defenders at the front.

THE CINCINNATI PLANER CO.
CINCINNATI. OHIO

• At Babcock & Wilcox, knowledge is Literally
turned into power-more power from a ton of coal,
a barrel of oil, a cubic foot of gas, and even a cord
of wood.

For B&W -the nation's oldest and largest manu-
facturer of steam boilers-now, as always, carries
on the quest for new knowledge-in its labora-
tories, in the field, in many leading universities.

Wherever men design, construct or test steam-
generating equipment, they rely on data, formulas,
principles given to the world by B&W engineers.

FREE 14.PAGE BOOKLET
ffThe Design\o! Water-Tube Boiler Units." This
liberall" illustrated booklet discusses the factors
involved in determining the proper t"pe of
steam-generating unit lor any given service. A
cob'Y will be sent to yoa on' request.
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corn. An anti-18th-amendment skit was produced
by the faculty. The cast consisted of Dr. Bird,
as a hard-boiled pappy and owner of a brewery,
Chrysler, Thomas, and Baude, as fellow brewers.
After the applause died down, everyone retired
to the basement where the Betas started a little
game, and the girls sat at the bar pretending.

Beta Gamma Sigma initiated the following
members at a banquet in the faculty dining room
on February 28th: Ruth Mueller (ye old editor),
Bob Eichelberger, Arville Loudermilk, Albert
Salzwas, Genevieve Smith, and Richard Wood-
rum, Jr. Congratulations!

AEROS

The mighty Aeros, numbering thirty strong,
migrated to Notre Dame University to attend the
Midwest District Convention of the I.Ae.S. One
of the main attractions was the presentation of
a paper by Harry Flake entitled "Pressure Dlstri-
bution on Airfoil Sections as Determined by
Means of Electrical Equipotential Lines." After
three days the boys left the city with nothing
to their name but a few empty bottles and a full
stomach.

COMMERCIALS-GENERALS

Nineteen seniors got together to form a roam-
ing party to celebrate the marriage of Chuck
Kellogg. The party formed at a basketball game
and proceeded to Dan Tehan's. Here, due to a
leak or something, the boys had to wade around
in about two inches of water. Roche would have
beat everyone under the table if the merry ..
makers had not run short of funds. Water soaked
and otherwise soaked, the boys hit the hay at
sunrise.

CHEMICALS

The Chemicals held two big brawls, one in each
section. Since both were held at Klawitter's
Barn, many tires became old overnight. There
was plenty to drink a.nd eat, that is, until ten
P.M. The first brawl saw many electricals tearing
around doing nothing. The second brawl could
have used about ten of electron makers to fix the
broken down "vic." Celebrities present were Prof.
Tour and family. The latter brawl ended up with
fifteen strong trying to start a certain green
Plymouth.

If anyone has seen the letter "G" spread all
over the campus, blame it on the Electrical seniors.
The "G" stands for graduation. They are doing
their darndest to graduate and we guess are try-
ing to throw a hint to certain professors.

(But so are the rest of the seniors 1)
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HOW TO SEE RED ... AND LII(E IT!
Friction arch enemy of speed in the machirring of new parts, base metals can be selected for such valuable properties as

iron and steel 'meets its match in cutting tonls.made of strength and ductility - without particular regar~ for wear-resistance

H S II·t f II F h II f - because they can then be armored against abrasion, heat, and corro-
aynes te I e non- errous a oys. or t ese a oys ... 0 · b h d f 0 ith II St Ilit 11. d, · sron y ,ar - acmg WI aynes e I e a oys.

cobalt, chromium, an tungsten ... have the amazmg Further savings can be made by the use of these alloys because worn
property of "red hardness."Unlike cutting tools made of parts can be renewed, instead of being-sent to the scrap pile ••• thus
ordinary metals, they keep their edge . . . and keep on eliminating replacement with materials hard to obtain,
cutting ... even when friction heats them red hot. Faster production ... conservation of metals ..• lower costs · • . ('

M ki ObI t h longer Iasti g c tti tools I 1 these are the contributions made to industry by Haynes Stellite alloys.a mg pOSSI e oug er, - In u mg 00 IS on y one
of the vital roles played by Haynes Stellite materials. Because they • • •
stand up under heat, abrasion, and corrosion, they are used to hard- Th d 1 f H S tu C II d h d / 0

face man different kinds of metal parts. e "eve opment 0 aynes te ite ompal~y a oys an ar - acing
o y 0 0 0 0 pracuce has been furthered by the metallurgical knowledge of Electro

011 well drillmg hits •.. steam shovel bucket Iips .•• heavy gears Metallurgical Company, by the research facilities 0/ Union Carbide
•.. shafts ... airplane and truck exhaust valve seats •.. crusher and Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc., and by the service organize-
blades •.. ~ixers. oi • plowshar~s ... and other p!ec~s of equipment tion of The Linde Air Products Company - which companies also are
that must withstand steady punishment have their Iives lengthened Units 0/ Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation .
. . . and their efficiency stepped up ... with welded-on hard-facings
of Haynes Stellite alloys. HAYNES STELLITECOMP ANY

Use of Haynes Stellitealloys speeds up production ••• lowers pro- Unit 0/ Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
duction costs • • • saves on tool and part replacements ••• reduces ~
time lost while replacements are being made. In the fabrication of KOKOMO. INDIANA NEW YORK, N. Y.



GRADUATE eng~neers ar.e co~perating for vic- to thi~, he acquired more academic trai~ing by
tory ... Looking out Into Industry 'we find spending the summers of 1939 and 1940 In post-

that graduates of the engineering college are graduate studies at Rutgers University and is
fillingpositjons in vital defense industries for' going back there for the 1942- summer session
which their cooperative training has so well pre- · .. FELIX ROCHE designs propellors and super-
pared them. Of the alumni about whom we have vises testing as the Chief Engineer of the Pro-
been able to obtain information nearly all are pellor Division of the Wickwire-Spencer Steel
now actively engaged in serving either the mili- Corporation · · · IRVINSPIELBERG,-Aero.E.' 41,
tary or industrial needs of our country. In almost recently reported to be at Wright Field in Day-
every defense field, we find former co-ops now ton, is doing vibrations testing there · ... ·
'devoting their-full energy to production for their RAYMOND BISPLINGHOFF, Aero.E., '40, is an
country's defense. Compared with graduates of instructor in the aeronautical engineering depart-
other engineering colleges, in a majority of the ment here on the campus ... LOUISE LAYMON,
cases, the co-ops have been able to adapt them- B.B.A. '40, is doing part of the woman's work
selves- ·to war industries more easily and have (not in the home) in the Ordnance Division of
been better trained to begin immediate production the War Department in Cincinnati · · · PHILIP
due to their cooperative work. SEESKIN, E.E. '40, is designing in the electrical
To illustrate how our cooperative .system of design section of the Tennessee Valley Authority

training is aiding the war effort, the theme of this ... JOHN W.JARRETT, ,M.E. '39, experimenting
year's Co-op Day was chosen to be "Cooperation in the Engineering Department of Wright Field
for Victory," stressing the part that the co-ops i.n Dayton .. · a concentration of U. C. Engineer-
play in national defense by producing war prod- ing graduates at that place ... ERWIN H. MA'NNY;
ucts during the course of their technological train- M.E. '39, also with Babcock and Wilcox in Bar-
ing, and showing how the graduates have stepped berton ... CHARLESJ. GROTE,C.E. '39, proving
into their places in the national war effort. Here his value to the Firestone Company in their engi-
are some of the alumni who have moved 'into neering department in Akron, Ohio · · · WYNNE
important positions or who are still adding to GULDEN,E.E. '39, (married to MARJORIESMITH,
their theoretical knowledge by studying in uni- B.B.A. '42) transferred to the Officers' Training
versities or training younger students to take School at Fort Monmouth, Red Bank, New Jer-
their place in the rapidly advancing industrial sey ... JACK EGGERS,B.B.A. '39, moving from
world. Cincinnati to the War Department in Memphis,
WARRENBADGER,Com.E. '41, installing boilers Tennessee ... JOHN W. JOHNSON, M.E. '37, has

for the Babcock and Wilcox Boiler Company, of taken a post as assistant professor of mechanical
Barberton, Ohio ... After graduating in 1941 engineering at Southwestern Louisiana Institute,
as a chemical engineer, JOHN A. MCCARDLEtook Lafayette, Louisiana · · ·
a special training program with the Firestone DONALDC. GRIFFITH, M.E. '35, at the Cincin-
Tire and Rubber Company, in .Akron, 'for his nati Milling Machine Company ... KENNETH HIT-
present work as a chemical engineer in charge TINGER,Com.E., helping DuPont take over Peters
of 300 native workmen in a Liberian plantation Cartridge Plant, as Remington Arms, in Kings
factory producing rubber for American industry. Mills, Ohio ... BILL OWEN, Aero. E. '41, straight
The Liberian factory is working 24 hours a day from R.O.T.C. training here to an assistant to
processing latex for shipment to the United Brigadier General K. B. Wolf in the production
States ... JOSEPH A. UHL, Com.E. '28, is one of engineering department of Wright Field · · · ED-
the nation's youngest major bank presidents. WARD C. PANDORF, Com.E. '40, in the United
Uhl recently was elected president of the Pueblo States Army, Port of. Spain, Trinidad · · · ROBERT
Savings and Trust Company of Pueblo, Colorado, . 'lETTER, Ch.E. '40, studying at the University of
and was reelected director of the bank. In addition Wisconsin, working on his master's degree · · ·
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The i e that can't kee a secret

LEFT: PY1~JiX Pipe Liuc,..,-/nJlIl 1" to 4"
ill d.uuneter-i-ore hung uuicli Like other types
of l~iping. ]'his p~~l~~'e shows ~~u:,~~e of
slralght Lengths, an L , and two T s .

ABOVE: Tiiis close-up of 4" PYREX Piping
shouis the parts used in ajoint: metal flonges,
asbestos inserts, and a gasket.

THIS ginger ale makerisasfini~ky e~iminates this ca~se of contamina- r~search that takes in its str~de such
as aNew England housewife, tron, Transparent, It keeps no secrets divergent tasks as the making of a

(Probably why his ginger ale is an ... a glance tells of flow, cleanliness, tiny chemical-resistant glass spring,
Eastern best-seller.) color, sedimentation. And freedom smaller than your thumb, or the
~~I want pipe I can see through", from pitting and scaling means long casting of the worf ds largest tele-
he said, e e so I know it's clean. Pipe life for these pipe lines, with low scope mirror, a giant one-piece disc
that can't alter the flavor of my maintenance costs. 20 tons in weight. Today more than
product. ~ny m~re than .the glass Important? Yes. "For in today's ever Corning.is headquarters (
bottles. It l~,sold Ill. Darn It, I want urgent program there's no place for fo~ res~a~c~ III glas~. Indus- ".
glass pipe! impure products, production stop- t.rial DIVISIon., CornIng Glass '
Glass pipe lines, made by Corning,. page, high maintenance costs, or Works, Corning, N ew York.
are a familiar sight in food, bever- wasted materials. And in many in-
age, and chemical plants ... paper stances, glass has proved it can out-
mills, refineries, explosives factories perform metals, do an essential job 0 RN I N G
• . . drug, medicine, and cosmetic better and at a lower cost.
plants " .. ,in ~hort, wherever prod- To the engineer, this glass piping is
uct purIty IS VItal. important as an example of the mea n s ----

I Highly resistant to corrosion at- many-sidedness of glass in industry R h· GI
tack, Corning's PYREX Piping and of Corning research in glass. • • es earc In ass
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RAPID TRANSIT..-...-..FACTAND FANCY
(Continued [1'0111 Page 6)

In December, 1941, an investigation of the
present Rapid Transit structure was made to
determine the possibility of converting it into a
public air-raid shelter. On December 28, 1941, a
group of interested citizens headed by City Coun-
cilman Klein entered the downtown tube between
Walnut and Vine Streets beneath Central Park-
way. Accounts and photographs of the venture
were printed in the daily newspapers along with
comments of the explorers: "Clean as your own
kitchen," "will hold at least 50,000 people," "a
convenient location for the people living in the
crowded downtown areas."

It is true that the subway tube might afford
protection from bomb splinters just as the out-
side walls of a building will but other factors
must be considered for a public bomb shelter.

There is no facility for lighting with electric
power; there are no public sanitary facilities, no
stairways or elevators; and there exists only the
natural ventilation that is permitted by open
shafts whose openings in Central Parkway are
enclosed by a circular railing. The dimensions
of the tube itself are approximately 26 feet wide,
with a l2-inch partition wall, by 15 feet high.
Contrary to popular belief, the thickness of the
reinforced concrete roof does not exceed 18 inches
and in most places is only 12 inches. The depth
of the grading of earth and sod above the roof
averages about 18 inches. War Department bulle-
tins issued on protective construction recommend
at least 2.4 feet of reinforced concrete as protec-
tion against a 100-pound bomb, 5.2 feet for a
500-pound bomb, and 11.6 feet for a 2000-pound
missile. In the event of the employment of poison
gas along with the aerial bombardment, this
huge structure should not only be bombproof but
also gasproof.

Thus, to construct an effective air-raid shelter
to afford protection for a small portion of the
city's population, the Rapid Transit tube and
downtown station would not only have to be made
gasproof, equipped with lights from a self-
contained power unit, and properly ventilated, but
a layer of concrete reinforced with steel would
have to be poured over Central Parkway to at
least a depth of 7.5 feet for protection against
only a 1000-pound bomb.

Today, at a total indebtedness of $7,000,000,
this monument to progress costs the taxpayers of
Cincinnati $1,000 every day. What final action
will be taken, what new dream will be developed
-only time will tell.
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u. C:S NEW WIND TUNNEL
(Continued from Page 21)

two-dimensional flow, this wind tunnel should
provide an ideal set up for experimental studies
of this subject.

The maximum air speed in the test section will
be about 200 miles per hour, but for smoke tests,
the speed will have to be reduced to obtain clear
pictures.

From the end of the test section the air is slowed
down in the so-called exit cone which leads into
the blower. From there the air is forced through
an exhaust channel into the open air outside the
building.

POWER UNIT

The energy required to move the air through
the tunnel is supplied by a multivane blower fan,
capable of delivering about 40,000 cubic feet of
air per minute. The speed of the blower is accur-
ately recorded at the main instrument panel by
rneans of an electric tachometer of the aircraft
type, which will in addition to the blower r.p.m.
also indicate the air speed in the test section.

This blower is driven by a belt from a standard
Ford V-8 automobile engine. Engine throttle,
clutch, starter, and gear shift are actuated re-
motely from the main instrument panel at the
test section window about 15 feet away from the
engine. Clutch and gear shift are operated
through a cable train, a feature familiar to an
aeronautical engineer. An interesting design is
the throttle control which can be operated manu-
ally or automatically by a pressure valve in the
test section so that any air velocity variation is
corrected instantly. This will make it possible to
run tests at practically constant air speed. The
engine throttle is opened or closed by a small
shunt-wound d.c. motor, operating on a Ward-
Leonard principle. The 110-volt field current is
supplied by a power pack rectifier and the 6-volt
armature current by the battery of the .engine.
An adjustable rheostat makes the opening of the
throttle more sensitive and slower than the closing.

The heat generated by the exhaust gases of the
engine will be utilized to smolder the smoke-
producing material. The smoke thus generated
will be forced through a cooling and filtering unit
and introduced into the wind tunnel upstream of
the test section by means of a small auxiliary
blower of variable capacity.

Summarizing this description of the wind
tunnel, it can be said that on the day of its com-
pletion, the University of Cincinnati will own
one of the finest pieces of equipment in the field
of experimental aerodynamics.
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Blueprints for War and Peace . . .
invariably include the productive
facilities of LeBlond lathes. De-
signed for speed and accuracy.
these modern machine tools give
an accelerating impetus . • • in
war or peace . . . wherever low
cost turning is essential.

The R. K. LeBlond Machine Tool Co.
CINCINNATI

~
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN. NEW YORk CITY

TAPES • RULES. PRECISION TOOLS
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(70R over 30 years this trademark has appeared
J on every screw threading tool and screw thread
gage manufactured by Greenfield Tap And Die
Corporation. Guess-if you do not know-its sig-
nificance. Then turn this page upside down and
see if your guess is correct.

GREENFIELD TAP AND DIE CORPORATION
GREENFIELD, MASS., U. S. A.

~ IffiIllIUII!!)
TAPS· DIES· GAGES· TWIST DRILLS· REAMERS· SCREW PLATES. PIPE TOOLS
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.FOR VISITORS WHO WANT A
DOWNTOWN LOCATION IN

Inexpensive Comfort Plus

RESIDENTIAL
QUIET

120 ~ONTCALM - Just off the beaten path of Woodward Ave.

Three choice locations - the Rex tor
downtown-the Yorba for automobile
tourist visitors - the Roosevelt, opposite

Michigan Central station. f~ne facilities.
Real hospitality. All three from $1.50.

THESE 5HOTELS
UNDER THE SAME MANAGEMENT

Offer Everything a Traveller

could desire-at moderate cost

HOTEL ROOSEVELT
2250 FOURTEENTH ST.

HOTEL YORBA
4020 W. LAFAYETTEST.

10 minutes from downtown



MOUNTING POWBR rOR ALLIBD waR BIRDS

THIS engine mount destined for over- acetylene flame, so varied are its useful
seas service on an American made applications in the metal working field, AIR

fighter plane is being fabricated by the that it has long since been drafted into . .
best known method of [oininq metal - service to speed defense by swiftly cut-
that is, by welding. For welding makes ting metal to close tolerances, by hard-
equipment a homogeneous, permanent ening metal surfaces for longer wear, REDUCTION
unit, Ii~ht yet exceP.t~onally str?ng. This ?y clea.nin~ them for faster, lo~ger-Iast- .. . ...
versatile process utilizes the Airco oxy- Ing paint lobs, and by gouging metal
acetylene flame to make design prob- with amazing speed and accuracy.
lems vanish. It is applied rapidly and The interesting booklet "Airco in the q;~ ~:
economically even under difficult shop News" shows pictorially many ways

· · h • hi h A· d d 60 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.and field conditions. T e apparatus In w IC rrco pro ucts an processes In Texas':
employed is simple, portable, easy to are being used to help industry speed Magnolia-Airco Gas Procfucts Co.
operate. » » So versatile is the oxy- up production. Write for a copy. DISTRICT OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING FOR GAS WELDING Oil ~IJTTING AND AR£ WELDING

[AI RCOJ



N·AVY CLASSROOM the moon, for overcast nights General Electric's illuminat-
ing laboratory has developed a special street light which
produces illumination about equal to starlight.

The fixture contains a r o-wat t lamp, so concealed that
the only light visible comes through a circular narrow
piece of plastic around the side. A projecting black canopy
screens the light from the eyes of aviators. The light out-
put, equivalent to that from a single candle flame, seems
at first sight to be practically zero. But after a little time
eyes become adjusted, as they do in a movie theatre,
and objects can be dimly seen 30 to 40 feet away. Speci-
fications for the new lamp are based on the experience of
the British in their blackouts.Au.s. submarine is essentially an electric-propelled

vehicle, and an amazing amoun t of electric equipmen t
is packed away in its steel hull. Responsibility for opera-
tion, main tenance, and repair of all this electric equip-
men t is in the hands of two classes of petty officers-chief
electrician's mates and electrician's mates first class.

For years General Electric has colla bora ted with the
Navy in providing instruction for such men. They are
shown how all kinds of equipment aboard their ships is
built and assembled. Thus petty officers are better quali-
fied both to care for electric propulsion and other appara-
tus in normal service and to repair it in case of emer-
gency. This training has la tel y been accelerated. G-E
plants are seldom without groups of these visiting Navy
men, and in the past two years more than 50 petty officers
ha ve taken the c c course." ELECTRON WHIRLIGIG

WHETHER you call it a ((rheotron" or c c betatron"
or by its longer name of c c induction electron

accelerator," a new science tool recently built by Dr.
Donald W. Kerst in the G-E Research Laboratory is one
of the world's most potent merry-go-rounds. On it,
electrons ride to a speed closely approximating that of
light - equivalent to that produced by 20 million volts.
Copper bombarded by these dizzy, super-speed electrons
becomes temporarily radioactive, and other interesting
possi bili ties are being investigated.

Dr. Kerst, young professor at the University of Illinois,
got the idea for the device, buil t a small model, and came
to General Electric to build a bigger one. Like the much-
publicized cyclotron, except that it accelerates electrons
instead of positive ions, the device chases the charged
particles round and round in a magnetic field, adding to
their speed at every revolution. Scien tists are reticen t
about predicting what the rheotron's chief use will be,
but it is promising enough so that a bigger one is being
b~ilt in the G-E laboratory for speeds of roo million volts.

"00 TIMES TOO BRIGHT
IN the early days of electric lights, economical city

fathers used to turn out the street lamps on nights
when there was a full moon. For the best blackout tech-
niques today, even moonlight is 100 times too bright.
But although air-raid wardens can't do anything about

GENERAL. ELECTRI9~
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